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Indies To Elect
Representatives
In April 8 Vote

Number 18

Fiesta Continues
Through Saturday

Five independent men and four
independent women have submitted their names as candidates for
By LINDA KIMPTON
Student Council
representatives
(Sandspur Staff)
for the unaffiliated and indepenThe
long-awaited
Fiesta week-end complete with pardent students on campus.
ade, midway, fashion show and beauty pageant, plus two allFollowing an amendment to the
college dances, has finally arrived, culminating months of
Student Association constitution
expectation and preparation.
last year, the independent repreThe annual Fiesta was scheduled to begin officially with
sentatives are elected in the
the colorful 1:00 p. m. parade yesterday, which consisted of
spring at the time of elections
for Council officers. Indies will
13 floats, 17 valuable antique cafs presented through the
elect two representatives each for
generosity of various collectors,,
the men and the women.
two fire engines from the 20's winner will be chosen on the basis
Candidates for
independent
era, souvenirs of the "good old of beauty, poise and personality.
men representatives are Matt
days" of the Winter Park and
Local shops donating gifts
Orlando fire departments, and are: Lucy Little, The Quaint
Carr, Dave Cooper, Jim Levy,
was musically accompanied by Shop, Elizabeth's, Adrienne's,
Jim McKee and John Reese.
A member of Phi Society Carr CANDIDATES for Council offices announced their decision to run two high school bands.
The Golden Cricket. The escorts
served as Sandspur Council re- this week. Secretarial candidates are Jean Abendroth, Sally Zuengler,
The midway this year features for the show are Bill Camp,
porter last year. Cooper is libra- and Julie Smith. Other candidates are Bob Fleming, prexy; John a ferris wheel, a paratrooper ride, Mickey Van Gerbig, Rick Halrian of the Chapel Choir, while Harkness, veep; Tony Toledo, prexy; and Rich Cole, veep.
a -swing ride, two kiddie rides, a sell, Dale Ingmanson,
Dale
Levy has participated in intramupitching booth, a shooting gallery Montgomery and Mel Nevergall.
ral sports. McKee, who is currentand a food concession stand.
Fiesta comes to a climactic
ly president of the Indie men,
Also this year as in the past close with a formal all-college
has served as a Council representhe Rollins Women's Club is pre- dance at the Bahia Shrine with
tative this year. Vice-president of
senting a bake sale, the returns entertainment provided by the
the Young
Democrats,
Reese
of which are donated to the Fies- top name band of Les Elgart.
works on the Sandspur staff.
ta.
This dance which is t h e social
Carr and Cooper are sophoThe midway opens at 3:00 highlight of the college year, is
mores, while Levy, McKee, and
Seven students will be vying for the three Student Coun- this afternoon and closes at certain to be enhanced by the
Reese are juniors.
8:30 tongiht. Tomorrow, Sat- musical background provided by
cil offices in the April 8 elections.
Indie women candidates are
urday,
April 2, the midway will the "Elgart Touch," which has
Presidential candidates are juniors Robert Fleming and
freshmen Jane Ruble and Sally
be open from 10:30 a.m. to caused Les and his orchestra to
Tony
Toledo.
Rich
Cole
and
John
Harkness
are
competing
for
Yerxa, sophomore Lee Rogers,
3:00 p.m. with the stereo raffle become the number one dance
the office of vice president, and candidates for secretary are drawing
and junior Sue Harris.
occurring at 11:00 a.m. band throughout the country.
Secretary of the Indie women, Jean Abendroth, Julie Smith, and Sally Zuengler.
The Friday night dance this
Miss Ruble is a member of the
Candidates for the offices of president and vice presi evening will be graced by the
Sandspur staff and a participant dent will speak Wednesday, April '
swinging entertainment of nain the Program for Independent 6, at 10:30 in the Student Center
tionally known "Mr. Music Man"
ART
productions.
Reading. Miss Yerxa has particiFleming, Sigma Nu Council
"I believe that Council should Wally Futch and his accompanypated in intramurals for the In- representative, is president of
ists Dennis "The Menace" Paul
dies.
Chapel Staff and of the Vespers (1) support the proposed Rollins and the "Madmen." This all-colUnion;
(2)
obtain
more
adequate
Past treasurer of the Indie Wo- Committee and a member of ODK. and just participation of freshmen lege dance comes complete with
men and current Council alternate F e a t u r e editor of the Sandspur in Council; (3) handle quickly free refreshments to help offset
rfepresenta(tiva, Miss Rogers is and a member of the Student but adequately the seemingly tri- whatever trials and tribulations
managing editor of the Sandspur. Council Traffic Coimmit^ee, he vial, but yet necessary, items in might occur during the first two
The election of this year's canMiss Harris is social chairman was one of the winners of the order to give more time to lar- Fiesta days.
didates for publication
offices
of the Indies and copyreader for Reeve Essay Contest last year ger problems; and (4) see that all
will be a mere formality. There
This
year's
fashion
show,
folthe Sandspur; she participated in and the Flamingo essay winner elections are conducted strictly lowing the turbulent 20's theme is only one candidate running
his freshman year.
for each of the four editorial
intramural softball this year.
according to the by-laws of the of Fiesta, comes complete with posts.
Fleming is presently the cru- Student
Elections for the representaCouncil
Constitution," musical entertainment and beauty
tives will be held from 9 to 4 in cifer of the Chapel Choir and has Fleming states.
Running for SANDSPUR edpageant and will begin at 2:00
the Student Center on Friday, served both as librarian and rep.m. tomorrow at the Annie Rus- itor is Lee Rogers; for editor"A
student
government
sheuld
corder. He has also appeared in
April 8.
stand ready to serve the best in- sell Theatre. The 14 Miss Rollins ship of the TOMOKAN, John
terests of the student body by candidates will appear modelling Looby; for FLAMINGO editor,
serving rather than dominating. fashions from Gibbs-Louis and the Jody Bilbo; and for the same
position on the R BOOK, Sue
Its officers should suggest, not
Harris.
force, their beliefs either on
The publication elections will
Council members or on the stutake place on April 8, the same
dent body as a whole.
date as the Student Council elecIn a surprise tapping in the chairman of the Student-Faculty"If elected, I shall be firm in
tions.
Student Center Wednesday morn- Trustee Committee and the stu- my dealings with the faculty and
Miss Rogers, Sandspur candiing, March 23, four Rollins men dent academic committee and is administration, and give my first
A proposed amendment to the date, is a sophomore. She has
received recognition for outstand- a member of the Rollins Union allegiance to the best interests
worked on the paper in various
ing leadership by being chosen Planning Committee.
of the Council, placing other loy- Student Association Constitution capacities for the past two years,
was passed last Monday in StuAufhammer was vice president alties second."
for membership in Omicron Delta
presently holding the position of
Kappa, national leadership honor- of his freshman
A member of ODK and of Ze- dent Council meeting. The amend- managing editor. She is a memment
concerns
a
Student
Acaand
has
orary.
' class
ta Alpha Epsilon, science honorber of the Phi Society and has
on
the
The four men honored were served
ary, Toleda served this year as demic Committee which will be been on the Dean's List. She is
Fiesta,
senior Dick Mansfield and jun- Pelican,
vice-president of Student Coun- set up to suggest to the faculty an Independent.
orientation
iors Bruce Aufhammer, Luis iand
cil and has been president and any changes, corrections, or new
Looby, Tomokan candidate, is
He
Dominguez and John Harkness. committees.
Council representative of Lambda id|eas ^concerning tihe adademip the assistant editor of the yearlife of Rollins.
Mansfield,
a has b e e n ' copy|
Chi.
• The committee will be composed book. A junior Delta Chi, he has
member of Del- editor of the R |
Toledo was president of his of five members who will be cho- worked on several productions in
Book
and
has
|ta Chi fraternisophomore class. He is vice pres- sen by the president with Coun- the ART. Currently he is serving
ty, was tapped been on the ediident of the Vespers Committee cil approval. The chairman of the as a co-chairman of Fiesta.
man
Vermilye. torial board of
and has served as a Chapel Usher committee will be chosen by the
Flamingo candidate, Miss Bilbo
Flamingo
P a»r t li c u-1 arfer | t h e
since his' sophomore year.
president. One member must al- is on the staff of the literary
Aufhammer
is
ictive
in
stuToledo's platform is:
so be a member of the Student- magazine. She is a student asAufhammer
ident
govei'n\' an English ma" 1 . To have a Council that will Faculty-Trustee committee.
sistant in Elizabeth Hall and a
fment, Mansfield jor.
be more respectable in the eyes
Chapel reader and Vespers speakAppointments
to
the
Election
Dominguez, president of Lamb- of the college. One way to aclis president of
er. She also has worked on many
Board
for
the
coming
elections
Istudent Council. da Chi fraternity, was tapped by complish this purpose is to elim- were also approved. The repre- ART' productions. Miss Bilbo is
resident of his Tony Toledo. Active in tennis, he inate trivial discussions such a s sentatives to the Board are Gin- a junior and an Independent.
Freshman
class has been a member of the varsity pigeon problems and fixing clocks. ger Cornell and Valerie BaumMiss Harris, R Book candidate,
and former vice tennis team for three years. Do- Problems like these can be han- rid; alternates are Barth En- is a junior. A member of the
Mansfield
president
o f minguez is also a member of the dled by committees without dis- gert and Suzie Lewis. The pres- French Club and the Human RelaStudent Council, R Club.
cussion in Council meetings unand
vice-president
of tions Club, she is an Independent.
An English major, Dominguez less the appropriation of funds dent
he has
served
Council
are
also
members
of She has worked on both the Flaas chairman of the election board served as vice president of his is necessary.
mingo and the Sandspur staffs.
the Board.
sophomore
class
and
is
currently
and social committee.
In
other
business
of
the
evenBusiness positions on the pub"2.
Faith
in
the
need
of
a
A history major, Mansfield has president of the junior class. He Rollins Union to serve as a 'nerve ing, a motion was passed contin- lications are not elective this year
appeared on the Dean's List and has also been a member of the center' for coordinating student uing the rebate for class rings due to an amendment added last
was listed this year in "Who's orientation committee.
which has been given to students term t« the Publications Union
Harkness, past treasurer and activities.
Who in American Colleges and
" 3 . Encourage more
student in the past. Each student who has Constitution. The positions of
Universities." Active in Chapel currently vice president of TKE
participation
in
Council.
A
start bought a ring will have $7.50 of business manager and advertisfraternity,
was
tapped
by
Gordon
functions, Mansfield serves on the
the cost returned to him.
spur and the Tomokan will be
could
be
made
by
procuring
more
Struble.
A
pre-med
major,
HarkChapel Staff and Vespers Coming commissioner on the SandDick
Mansfield,
Council
presimittee. He has also been a Chapel ness is president of the Rollins seating facilities in the Council dent, also announced that moving filled by the editor of each.
Scientific Society and a member room.
reader and Vespers speaker.
Candidates for the four edi"4. Acquaint freshmen
with the Council funds from the Ad torial posts were approved by the
Aufhammer, former lieutenant of Zeta Alpha Epsilon, national
building
to
the
First
National
Council. This could
commander and Student Council science honorary, and Phi Society the ^Student
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^by
^ ^ ^honoring
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^fresh
^ ^ ^ ^ Bank in Winter Park is being Publications Union last week folfreshman honorary. He is also a be achieved
representative of his fraternity, lab assistant in biology.
a t the first few Council meet- I considered. There the funds would lowing the March 23 deadline for
Sigma Nu, was tapped by Bob
A contributor to both the Sand- ings of the academic year. Council l earn interest which they are not applications. Only the four letters
Fleming. Aufhammer, active in
had been submitted.
doing at present.
(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 6)
student government, is student

Fleming, Toledo To Vie
For Council Presidency

Publications Union
Names Candidates
For Editorships

ODK Initiates Four New Members
During State Meeting On Campus

I

Council Approves
Election Board

Two

The
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Concert Series

Carlos To Perform Three Brahms
Sonatas For Violin, Piano In Recital
The three Brahms sonatas for violin and piano will be
performed by Alphonse Carlo, violinist, and Katherine Carlo, pianist, Sunday evening, April 3 at 8:30 p.m. in the Annie
Russell Theatre.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlo are both members of the Rollins

OSLO SUMMER SCHOLARSHIP winners Bob Fleming and Tony
Toledo trace the route their ship will take when they go to Norway
this June. The two junior men were chosen by the faculty honors committee for the grants, which will enable them to study this summer
at the University of Oslo; the awards are given annually by Rollins
trustee, L. Corrin Strong, former U. S. ambassador to Norway.

Rollins Students Return To Campus
From Yale Drama Festival, New York
Twenty Rollins students returned to campus yesterday
following' a trip to New Haven, Conn., where they represented the college at the fourth annual Yale Drama Festival.
Rollins was one of 25 colleges and universities scheduled to participate in the drama festival at Yale. Of the 12
schools planning to perform one-act plays at the non-competitive festival, Rollins was the only one to enter an original play.
Rollins offering
was
"The
House That Grampa Built," writ"ten by senior philosophy major
J o h n Hickey. The play is about
a married man who is completely
dominated by his wife and mother-in-law.
Steve Kane was cast in the role
of the father, while Nelle Longshore and Kay Leimbacher portrayed his wife and mother-inlaw, respectively. Mike Herwig,
who also appeared in the cast,
took the role of Kane's son.
An entirely student production,
Hidkey's play was directed by
senior theatre arts major Chuck
Morley.
In addition to the three-day
festival at Yale, the Rollins group
spent part of their trip in New
York City for several days of
seeing movies, plays, and mu-

seums.
Arthur Wagner, theatre arts
department head, and his wife
accompanied the students on the
trip. Other students who went,
in addition to those involved in
the play, included Sid Burt, Maggie Carrington, Linda Coke, Ginny
Davenport
Chris
Hickey,
Lucie Palmer, Gloria Pasternak,
Sandy Smith, Lissa Timberlake,
Heattiher Weldlen, Carol' Wiese,
Bob Haines, Rick Halsell and J.
Jay Mautner.

Council Candidates
(Continued from page 1)

could also send all freshmen personal invitations requesting our
desire that they might attend
these first Council meetings so
that they might see how our
Council operates.
1
"5. All committee
chairmen
are to be.present at Council meetings.
"6 A more sophisticated executive administration.
"7 Closer and more intensive
Rollins junior Diane Boggs cooperation with the administraattended the Florida Citizenship tion of the college."
Cole,
Clearing
vyioaiiug jnuuoe
House last
wot week
wccn in
m Tal
JL<H-I Vice
vice ppresidential
r e s i a e n u a i candidate
canoiuai-e VATIC,
lahassee. During the week Miss a sophomore, has served as DelBoggs was a student observer in ta Chi's Council representative,
the office of the secretary of IFC representative and vice presstate, the Honorable Robert Gray. ident. He is a member of the
One student from each college Student Union Planning Commitand university in Florida was se- tee and co-chairman of the Fiesta
lected to attend the government Parade committee, and he has
seminars. Miss Boggs, whose served as Pelican
Committee
home is in Halifax, Nova Scotia, chairman.
was selected to represent Rollins
Harkness, a junior, has been
from among several applicants. TKE Council representative and
Interested in a career in the treasurer. He is president of
foreign service or with the U. N. Rollins Scientific Society and a
Miss Boggs studied the operation member of ODK, Phi Society, and
of the state government with par- Zeta Alpha Epsilon. Council Trafticular emphasis upon the office fic Committee chairman, he has
of the secretary of state.
been a Reeves Essay Award winWhile in Tallahassee, Miss ner and is a past president of
Boggs was the guest of Florida the German Club. He has worked
State University and met govern- for the Sandspur and contributed
ment officials and dignitaries.
to the Flamingo.

Boggs Represents

faculty. Mr. Carlo is Associate
Professor of Violin and Viola;
Mrs. Carlo is Instructor. in Piano
for the community courses. In
addition to their teaching, Mr.
and Mrs. Carlo are active in the
Florida Symphony. Mr. Carlo is
concertmaster, and Mrs. Carlo is
pianist for the symphony.
The first work on the Carlos'
program, the "Sonata in G major," is one of the most intricate
works ever written in chamber
music. The first movement is
characterized by gracefulness, the
second by philosophical introspection, and the third by a "raindrop" motif.
The second work, the "Sonata
in A major," was written in
Thun, Switzerland, and is a record of the impressions made upon
Brahms by the Swiss landscape
and jagged peaks of the Alps.
The second movement of . this
sonata is a clever combination of
a slow lullaby and a scherzo in
the form of a waltz. The sonata
closes with one of Brahms' most
beautiful themes a contabile on
the G string, the lowest string of
the violin.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlo will close
their recital program with the
"Sonata in D minor." The first
movement of this work is of orchestral proportions. It contains
"elements of mysterious themes
and is portentous of tragedy to

Scholarship Open
To Rollins Men
A scholarship
covering
six
week's tuition, room and board
for Oxford University's coming
session, July 4 through August
12, is to be awarded a Rollins
male English major in the name
of the English Speaking Union.
Donated by Dr. Norman Bradish, a director of the Central
Florida Branch, the scholarship is
to enable American students to
study at British universities and
to give them an opportunity to
know England.
The program of study, a contrast of Victorian England with
the new Elizabethan Age, will
include lectures tracing the main
changes during this period in society, government and politics,
literature, and the fine arts as
well as tutorial groups and a linguistic course.

come."
The theme of the second movement of the D minor sonata is
a sublime melody first played in
the pedal register of the violi#
and then in the soprano register.
The third movement
contains
whimsical, elfin-like bits of melody played in pizzicato. The sonata closes with a tarantella of
wild abandon.
The Carlos' recital is the seventh program in the 1959-1960
Rollins Concert Series. Mieczyslaw Horszowski, Visiting Professor of Piano at Rollins, will
present the last concert in this
series on Sunday, May 1.

French Film Next
In Movie Series
Winner of the Grand Prize at
the Venice Film Festival and
choice of the New York Film
Critics as the Best Foreign Film
of the Year, "Justice is Done"
will be presented by the Famous
Film Series at Rollins College on
Sunday evening, April 3.
A French film, "Justice is
Done" ranks at the peak of the
many trial films that have been
produced. Centered about
the
trial of a young woman accused
of mercy killing, it examines the
situation from a totally new angle: through the eyes of each of
the seven jurors and hew each
weighs elements of the testimony
in view of his own personal experiences and prejudices.
The film, which comes complete
with English subtitles, will be
given two showings in the Fred
Stone Theatre at 6:30 and 8:45.
Tickets, available at the door,
are 70 cents for the public and 50
cents for Rollins students, faculty and staff. The film series is
sponsored by the college French
Club.
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Complete Laundry
and. Dry-Cleaning
Shirts, Trousers
and Blouses Our
Specialty

*
o
s

n
Greystone Manor
Motel

| Hotel Rooms, Kitchenettes, Apts.O

4 Hour Service

(JHost for College Athleticsfl

WINTER PARK
LAUNDRY

510 S. Orange Ave.

1 Block From School

Ross To Deliver
Graduate Lecture
Dan A. Thomas, Director of
the Graduate Program in Mathematics and Physics at Rollins,
has announced that the third
graduate lecture in physics will
be held in Knowles Hall, Friday,
April 1, at 8 p.m. The public is
invited.
Dr. John S. Ross, Associate
Professor of , Physics at Rollins,
will speak on "Isotopes Shift
Studies of Nuclei." Ross, a graduate of DePauw University and
the University of Wisconsin, has
received grants for research work
in this field.

TVtute

Country-ins fired

Harper's Tavern

shorts

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
and
PACKAGE STORE

walk
unmistakeably

classic.
In

a

ribbed

cotton

Harburt

by
$7.95

Window

Dacron/'cotton

537 W. Fairbanks

Harburt

W i n t e r Park

Arnel

I For Your
HEALTH?

drif

dry

by

$9.95

washable

flannel
$12.95

• Yes, w e are in business
for your health. Help us to
help yon by bringing your
doctor's prescriptions t o
this professional pharmacy. H e r e you a r e assured prompt, precise
compounding at prices
that are always fair;

Olnlnntal DRUGS

Winter Park
a

A panel of Rollins government
students and experts will present
and analyze for Florida audiences
national and international issues
of serious and controversial natures affecting both the state and
nation in a series of half-hour
television shows called "Pro and
Con" to be presented Sundays at
12:30 p.m. over WLOF-TV.
The topic of the March 27 inaugural program concerned the
U. S. Senate resolution 94, should
the U. S. accept the compulsory
jurisdiction of the International
Court of Justice and forego some
of its own in the interest of global law.
Panelists Bill Hitchcock, Lynn
Maughs, Ginny Willis and Ned
Rippingille quizzed guest specialists State Senator Thomas Whitaker, Jr., and Thomas P. Hardeman, professor of government at
the University of Tampa, on this
subject perhaps the "hottest" sisue of the day according to Dr.
Paul Douglass, moderator.
That acceptance of the jurisdiction would help to establish international peace and order argued the pro. The con cited a resulting loss of sovereignty and
foreign meddling.
Audience reaction to the ' Sunday series, a project of the Center for Practical Politics to be
presented through the next academic year, is to be sought in further programs this spring.

I

College In Tally

Parking and Drive-In

Political Center
Sponsors Student
Television Series

New England Building
*>

Proctor Center

Winter Park
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Rollins Tars Finish First In Baseball W e e k
Tars Chalk Up Four Tics,
Edge Buckeyes For Honors
Coach Joe Justice's squad spent a frustrating, but rewarding, six days at Harper Shepherd Field last week during the Tars 12th annual Baseball Week.
Playing host to such teams as Ohio State, Amherst and
South Carolina, Rollins ended the week with a record of
three wins, and four ties. The Tars were the only squad to
avoid being defeated during the northern schools' "spring
trainin
During the first day of action,
Rollins pitted its talents against
Ohio State and Amherst. In the
first contest, the Tars grabbed
a four to nothing lead against
the Buckeyes in the first four
innings, but in the sixth inning,
Ohio State scored three runs off
starter Ralph Tanchuck on three
hits and three Rollins errors.
Ohio State tied the score in
the seventh inning off Jessie
Lee, while the Tar batters remained silent. The final totals
for the opening game read Rollins, 4 runs, five hits, four errors; Ohio State, four runs, six
hits, and one error.
In the night cap Justice's squad
again grabbed an early lead only
to see Amherst match the Tars
single tally on two singles and
two walks in the top of the sixth.
At the end of nine innings the
scoreboard read, Rollins one, Amherst one. Chuck Allen pitched
all the way for the Tars.
The following day Ohio State
played both ends of the doubleheader, and the final results proved that the Big Ten squad should
have stayed in its motel.
Amherst and Rollins took
full advantage of the Buckeyes'
13 errors and came through
with 12-3, and 7-1, wins respectively. The Tars winning hurler
was Bucky Davis, who allowed
only three hits.
On the third day, Amherst was
downed by Ohio State 14-2, and
then came back to tie the Tars
5-5 in the second game. Rollins
pitching choice in this game was
Ken Salmon, who gave up seven
hits while striking out nine batters. He gave up no walks.
South Carolina lost to Ohio
State the next day, 9-2, while the
Tars finally got by Amherst 4-2
in the nightcap. Jessie Lee was
the Tars winning pitcher, while
Ronnie Brown was the big gun
with a homerun and a single for
three rbi's.
South Carolina chalked up its
first, and only, win, of the tournament against Amherst Thursday as the Gamecocks defeated
the Lord Jeff's 12-7. In the
other contest, the Tars tied for
the fourth time when Bill
Wentz opened Ohio State's ninth
inning with a 340 foot homerum to notch the score at 2-2.

of the tie game for the second
straight time. The Buckeyes' hurler, Dick Beres, turned in the best
performance of the week in this
game allowing, the Tars only two
scratch hits while wiffing 17 batters. Rollins got their two runs
when Beres walked five batters
in the fourth inning.
On Saturday Ohio State made
it three wins as they defeated ROLLINS centerfielder Doug Baxendale kicks up a storm of dust as he slides safely into third base
Amherst 7-3. In the final game, against Amherst during Baseball Week action. Tars beat Amherst, 4-2.
Rollins' Bunky Davis got his second favorable verdict as he beat
South Carolina, 12-1. Jim Cooper
Rollins Profs Receive
paced the T a r hitters in this win
A Plus In Attendance
with three straight singles.

Baseball Week Statistics
ic:s

Justice's Charges
Prepare For 13
Game FIC Slate
After finishing on top during
their annual Baseball Week, and
after playing host to Duke University and Wesleyan and Furman this week, the Rollins Tars
are now looking forward to settling down to their annual battle
for the Florida Intercollegiate
Conference crown.
This afternoon Rollins plays
host* to Furman and Wesleyan
in their last scheduled doubleheader of the season. Tomorrow
the Tars face Wesleyan in a
single affair at Harper Shepherd.
Tuesday the Tars begin their
FIC competition in earnest as
they travel to Jacksonville to play
the Dolphins. After Tuesday's encounter, Rollins will have 12 baseball games remaining on their
regular schedule, all of which will
be against FIC teams.
Last year the Tars finished on
top in the FIC race, receiving
their strongest competition from
the University of Miami. Earlier
this season Rollins traveled to
Miami and split a doubleheader
with the Hurricanes.
Miami travels to Harper Shepherd Field April 13-14 for two
games with the Tars which may
go a long way Howard deciding
who will win this year's FIC race.

TEAMS

W —L —T

Rollins

3

0

4

10

Ohio State

3

2

2

8

Amherst

1

4

2

4

South Carolina

1

2

0

2

ROLLINS
NAME
Salmon
Cooper
Lee
Cortese
Stutz
Brown
Beets
Weber
Conner
Davis
Baxendale
Shirah
Brouhard
Bailey
Mutert
Williams
Manderson
Allen
Tanchuck
Pohlman

.

POINTS

BATTERS

AB - HITS - 2B - 3B - HR - RUNS E 1
1
0
18
7
3
0
25
0
1
19
14 *
0
17
0
2
16
0
6
0
6
1
28
16
0
1
0
2
0
0
3
5
4
4
0
0
4
5
0
15
0

Three of the most ardent fans
at Rollins annual Baseball Week
were none other than members
of the faculty. Professors Scbaeberle, Smith and Plumb were marked present at almost all of t h e
Tar games.

When asked about this year's
squad, Fred Schaeberle remarked,
"I was impressed with the numAVG.- RBI's ber of pitchers of equal quality
on this year's team; also, the poor
1.000
0
fielding which has hurt the Tars.
1
.388
I enjoyed Baseball Week very
0
.333
much!"
6
.320
Dr. IHhea Smith, who hasi
.315
3
seen many Rollins baseball
6
.285
squads perform, was also im0
.237
pressed with this year's pitch3
.187
ing. "The Tars have better ba1
.166
lanced pitching this year, and
0
.166
their hitting in the clinch is
0
.142
more active," stated Smith.
.062
0
Dr. Plumb sees the 1960 Tars
0
.000
as
a "good pitching, but weak hit0
.000
ting club." He also stated t h a t
0
.000
he enjoyed Baseball Week, and
0
.000
that he'd seen worse baseball
0
.000
played in Griffith Stadium (home
0
.000
of the Senators). Plumb also
0
.000
remarked that "Joe Justice is
.000
0
the best college baseball coach
I've ever seen."

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

Ralph Tanchuck was the victim

Summer Sessions in the Sun

Ravioli - Spaghetti - Lasaona
Imported Wines
Orders Prepared To

...with plenty of time for fun and travel
in a refreshing climate. The University
of California summer sessions offer a
goldmine of excellent courses for credit
in all fields, from a renowned faculty.
6 and 8 week sessions. Four campuses:
Los Angeles and Berkeley—with cosmopolitan atmosphere; Santa Barbara, on
the Pacific; and Davis, near the Sierra
Nevada mountains. For a rich, rewarding summer write today. Specify the
campus in which you are most interested. Department O, Office of Coordinator of Summer Sessions, 2441
Bancroft Way, Berkeley 4, California.

TAKE OUT

Ann & Tony's
Pizza Palace
838 N. Mills

Phone GA 4-8861

UNIVERSITY
OF
CALIFORNIA

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
B. 3. BeynoUsTobac»Co., Wtoto-Sale*.M. C % ~ ;
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Time Out

Rollins Four Tie Contests Shows
Need For Changes In Baseball Week
By BOB STEWART
Sandspur Sports Editor
Hats off to pitchers Chuck Allen, Ken
Salmon, and
Ralph Tanchuck (twice). These were the unlucky victims of
the four, yes four, tie hall games during Rollins 12th annual
Baseball Week.
During Monday's opening game, Rollins' Tanchuck tangled with Ohio State's best — Dick Beres, and although neither pitcher was around at the1 finish, the final score read 4-4;
no one won! In the second game Chuck Allen pitched a full
nine innings only to receive no verdict in a 1-1 deadlock.
and

Rollins went at it again. Salmon was the hard luck
chucker for this game. On Friday Tanchuck and
Beres engaged in a return match of Monday's battle, and during this game, the best of the week, the
two hurlers turned in better performances than Monday, but once again the score board announced a tie
I g a m e at the end of nine innings.
What was the reason for the tie contest? It was
the time limit which was imposed on both the first
and second games of all doubleheaders. An inning
could not start in the second game after 3:30, and
in the nightcap the time-limit for starting a new
inning of play was 6:15. Thus followed four tie contests.
Stewart
In football there was recently introduced a sudden death playoff to decide which was the better team, and in basketball the now familiar overtime was introduced for the same purpose.
Baseball has resorted to the extra inning games to come up with a
verdict, but all these are useless during Baseball Week due to the
Self-inflicted time limits.
Perhaps Coach Joe Justice and other officials can come up with
a remedy for a tie game. The most • obvious solution to the problem
is to start the first game at 12:00 rather than 1:00. There is no reason in the world why this could not be done. Take heed, Joe!!!
While on the subject of Baseball Week, it is interesting to note
that Ohio State's star hurler, Dick Beres, is just a sophomore. He is
the impressive pitcher who wiffed 17 Rollins batters in the 2-2 tie
game.
During Beres two starts against the Tars, he struck out centerfielder Dloug Baxendale six times, while facing him seven times. Another favorite was Jim Cooper, whom he sent back to the bench five
times via the strike-out route.
Where did Beres learn to throw? The answer is simple. He used
to be the bat boy for the Cleveland Indians, where he was under the
tutorage of Mel Harder, the Indians' pitching coach.

By BILL KINTZING
Sandspur Crew Reporter
The Rollins varsity crew
added a second win to its
record last Tuesday, defeating Amherst College on Lake
Maitland. The times for both
crews were 5:27 and 5:32:6,
Rollins winning by a little
over a length.

The Rollins junior varsity also
won its race over the Amherst
JV's. This race was a one sided
affair, with Rollins leading most
of the way by a good margin.

Rowing in Tuesday's race for
Rollins Varsity were Ed Rupp at
stroke, Bill Houston seven, Wit
Chase six, Jim Lyden five, Dennis Kamrad four, Tim Morse
three, Jay Banker two, Bill Kintzing bow, and Ed Bath coxswain.

Volleyball, Archery
Head Girl's Agenda
By BABS BERTASH
Sandspur Sports Writer

A variety of activities are
scheduled on the women's spring
intramural calendar. All groups
are participating in the round
robin of volleyball games- planned for after Fiesta.
On April 6, the qualifying
rounds for golf intramurals begin. In order to qualify for IM
matches, each girl must play a
nine hole round with one or more
members of other social groups.
In addition to golf ' intramurals, a golf ladder is being
formed. As in fall term, weekly nine hole matches will be
played to determine ladder posJtiors. AH interested players
please sign u p in the Physical
Education office.
Future springtime activities are
the archery and swim meets. The
archery tournament will take
place on May 6 and 7, with the
swim meet following on Sunday,
May 8.

While speaking of outstanding performers during Baseball Week,
it would be a crime not to include Rollins' own Isaac Davis. Bunky,
as he is better known, is, without a doubt Rollins' number one pitcher.
If anyone questions such a statement all he has to do is check the
records.
Bunky opened the season for the Tars by controlling the University of Florida, 9-1. In his next outing he up-ended the Miami Hurricanes, 2-1, and, in his first appearance of Baseball Week, he made
it two wins in a row over Ohio State, checking the Buckeyes, 7-1.
Last year Davis beat the same nine, 4-2 in their final meeting. Last
Saturday Davis made it win number four as he set back the Gamecocks of South Carolina, 12-1.

The times for the two crews
were 5:57:3 and 6:20, the Tar
JV's winning by four lengths
of open water. The most exciting
part of the junior varsity race
arose when a motor launch cut
across the path of the two competing shells going into the last
quarter of the race.

The Tar oarsmen took a slight
lead over their opponent during
the starting ten strokes of the
race. This lead was maintained
throughout the first half of the
The junior' varsity boat conrace, and was increased to a deck
length
going into the
third sisted of Bob Anderson at stroke,
Sid Chase seven, A r t McGonigle
quarter.
six, Larry Stipple five, Pete DavIn the final sprint put on by enport four, Bob Carlson three,
both crews during the last, 30 Jim McDermott two, Bob Todd
strokes of the race, Rollins bow and J e r r y Thompson coxswidened its margin to a boat wain.
length, holding this lead to the
During Spring vacation, March
finish.
18, the Tar oarsmen opened their
Rollins was favored to win the 1960 season by coming from be^
Tuesday event, having had six hind to defeat Florida Southern
weeks of practice to Amherst's College by one foot in what was
two. The greater amount of train- the opening crew race of the
ing and endurance Rollins had year for both squads.
enabled it to understroke the visThe Rollins oarsmen covered
iting crew and still hold the lead
over them throughout the race. the nine tenths of a mile course
Amherst rowed the body of their
race at 34 strokes per minute as
opposed to the Tars' 28.

Throughout the week it was not uncommon to hear, among the
many yells at Harper Shepherd Field, "You just don't have it this
year, Marty." What the fans were saying was that Coach Marty
Karow's squad did not measure up to the teams he has brought to
Winter Park over the past few years.
This statement is true, but don't sell Ohio State short. They
have two or three boys whom you will probably hear about in the future. Besides Beres, the Buckeyes' leftfielder, Bill German, is an outstanding prospect.
German hit the ball longer and harder than any other player
during the week. Included among his nine hits were a 360 foot homerun, a bases-loaded triple, three two-base hits, eight rbi's and an
average of .391. During the fall German is a highly touted defensive
halfback in Ohio State's football machine. German is a junior.
Another talented Buckeye is rightfielder catcher Tom Perdue.
Only a sophomore, Perdue is regarded as one of the Buckeyes' top
prospects. During Baseball Week, Perdue banged out nine safeties in
25 at bats for a .360 average. Coach Karow says of Perdue, "this
youngster hits so well that we have to play him somewhere."
"He came to us as a catcher, but he is lacking in enough experience, so we have him out in right field. I think he will make a
real good outfielder."

r
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Tar Oarsmen Splash Past Amherst, F.S.C
During 1960 Season Opening Dual Races
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The next tie came two days later when Amherst

Rollins

The list of members selected
to be on the varsity softball team
was recently released by the "R"
Club.
Shay
O'Bieirne,
Sandy
Smith, Bonnie Stewart, Sue Sanders, Julie Van Pelt, June Worthington, Gayle Jordan,
Larkin
Ramsdell, Linda Quails, and Susie
Lewis compose this year's team.

Coach Brad

WPRK

ALL - BRITE
Specializing in
hand Ironing

Individual Hair Styling

LEDA BEAUTY SHOP

1175 N. Orange Ave.

131 Lincoln Ave., Winter Park, Fla. Postal Bldg. MI 4-8707

4:30
5:30
5:45
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00

/?o<

EARN $300.00
CAMPUS AGENCY

DID SOMEBODY SAT MARCH?
If so, we urge you to join the parade to The Chimes. We're beat-

We need an ambitious student
to secure Easter and Mother's
Day Orchid Corsage Orders. No
Investments F*r'ee Sales
Kit
and samples. High Commissions.
Low price. Free delivery of corsage to anywhere U. S. A. Full
money-hack guarantee.
Write
immediately t o : Flower
Gift
Service, 34 Wer.t 10th St., NYC
11, NY.

ing the drums for the wonderful collection of leather items from
wallets, billfolds

and

desk

accessories,

all

handsomely hand-

tooled at
345 Park Ave. N.
Winter Park

-£:

Proctor Center
M l 4-1796
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Netters Trounce
Naval Academy,
To Host Princeton
By MAURY MERKIN
Sandspur Tennis Reporter
The Rollins tennis team, playing some of the best tennis of the
year, defeated the highly regarded Naval Academy last weekend
by the score of 6-3.
Led by captain Steve Mandel,
who starred in both singles and
doubles, the n e t t e r s
swept
through their fourth victory as
against one defeat.
Victories against the Midshipmen were recorded by Steve
Mandel, Luis Dominguez, Mort
Dunning, and Bill Moulton in
the singles while the teams of
Mandel-Henriksen and Dominguez-Dunning won in doubles.
The victory, the most impressive of the season for the netters,
followed a 9-0 romp over Florida
Southern, the second such massacre this year. The Tars only defeat of the season came at the
hands of Georgia Tech.
The defeat by Tech, one of
the strongest teams in the
Southeast, was not certain until struggling Bill Moulton finally was defeated in a two
and one half hour marathon
match, which featured
long
volleys and short wind.
Looking forward, the Tars tomorrow will host the Princeton
Tigers in a match which will feature the "ping-pong" scoring system now being tested throughout
the Ivy League to shorten the
playing time of intercollegiate
tennis. Rollins, this week, has already played host to Duke on
Wednesday and Princeton yesterday; however, the outcome of
these matches was unknown at
press time.
Following the Princeton invasion, the netters will be able to
look forward to a ten day rest
until April 12, when the squad
will host £oncordia Seminary.

On The Air
91.5 mc FM

Cleaning & Laundering

(continued on page 6)

over
Lake
Hollings worth
in
4:52:2. Southern got' off to a
quarter length lead at the start
and stretched it to a full length
a t the three quarter mark.
Rollins closed the gap and
went ahead only a few feet shortof the finish line.

4:30
5:30
5:45
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
4:30
5:30
5:45
&. 6:30

Monday
Music You Want
Talk on Theosophy
Dinner Music
Audubon Highlights
Patterns of Thought
Piano Recital
Georgetown Forum
Surprise Concert
Vocal Recital
Tuesday
Music You Want
Window on the World
Dinner Music
Small Talk Abqut Hi-Fi
Guest Star
French Masterworks
The Creative Method
WPRK Pop Concert
Broadway & 42nd Street
Wednesday
Music You Want
Call from London
Dinner Music
Round Rollins

6:45
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00

Medieval Miniatures
Chamber Concert
To Be Announced
Rollins Symphony Hour
Word Pictures
Thursday

4s30
5:30
5:45
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00

Music You Want
C. S. Lewis Talks on Love
Dinner Music
Meet the Faculty
Manhattan Melodies
Music from Holland
News in the 20th Century
Security in a Nuclear Age
Renaissance in 2060

Friday
4:30 Music You Want
5:30 In Search of an Idea
5:45 Dinner Music
6:30 Sports Program
6:45 Over the Back Fence
7:00 The American Novel
7:30 WPRK Gala
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Clarance Varner, Director O f Rollins
IM's, Boasts 35 Years O f Experience
By BOB STEWART
Sandspur Sports Editor

take Clarance long to become the
first treasurer and founder of a
Florida section of the Lawn TenIn the fall of 1958 a white- nis Association. Presently he is
haired, crew-cut youngster of second vice-president of the Florsome 60 years made his ini- ida Lawn Tennis Association.
tial appearance on the scene It is no secret that tennis is
of the Rollins intramural pro- C. L.'s true love. He can be seen
gram as its new director. Now? playing the game daily on the Roljust five college terms later, lins courts, but if for some reason
Olarance L. Varner is as he misses a day on the Rollins
much a fixture at Rollins Col- courts, you can be sure that he is
lege as the Student Center. playing his favorite sport on his
Clarance came to Rollins after own court at his home.
About his job at Rollins, Clarserving ably as superintendent of
ance says, "The participation in
the Orlando Recreation Depart- sports in the intramural proment for more than 28 years. Dur-, gram here is very competitive,
jng his long stint a t the head of especially in basketball and
Orlando sports, C. L. Varner did softball.
much to promote the growth of
"However, what we need at
what today is known as City Rollins is better facilities. NeedBeautiful.
ed more than anything is a gym!
For the past 30 years Clarance
"We are handicapped here in
has been busy promoting major IM sports because so many peotennis tournaments in the city, ple participate in all intramural
tourneys which have attracted sports; therefore, we can't have
the top netters of the world to an increase in the program beOrlando.
cause it would take too much
Clarance also found time to in- time of the participating stutroduce softball to Florida in 1926. dents."
Since that date "Whitey" has been
When asked about the present
known as the " F a t h e r of Softball" schedule of sports at Rollins, Clarin the state. C. L. was instrumen- ance added, "we should definitely
tal in making it possible for Orlan- have soccer as a IM sport. This
do to become the first city in the way we could develop some soccer
state to host a national softball players for the v varsity squad. It
tournament, this occuring in 1934. is hoped t h a t we can have an eWhile working for the city of Or- limination tournament in the near
lando, Clarance also organized the future in this sport."
state AAU basketball championships which were held in Orlando
for several years.
In 1957 Clarance Varner was
retired by the city, and, the following fall, he came to Rollins
to take on t h e tedious* task of
organizing and controlling the
IM program.
Clarance recognizes St. Cloud,
Minn., as his home town, but for
the past 32 years he has lived in
Orlando. In 1917 he graduated from
St. Cloud Teachers College, then
he was off to the F i r s t World
War where he served in the navy.
After the war, Clarence entered
the University of Minnesota where
he graduated in 1923. While a t
Minnesota, Clarance was a member
of the varsity basketball squad,
and made his letter in cross-country. He was also a star in IM tennis.

Asked about the controversial *Uouch" or t a g football,
Clarance replied, "I'm in favor
of the sport when played by
the rules which most colleges •
use."
The major rule which
Clarance referred to was the no
blocking, just screen blocking,
which is presently in use at the
University of Florida.
Football has always been a
troublesome sport for the intramural department at Rollins, but,
if there is anyone who could handle the situation, it is Clarance
Varner, indeed a man well trained and qualified for his job.

The 1 out of 20
that didn't get smoked

Clarance's next move was to
Rochester, Minn., where for two
years he taught physical education and was an intramural director. Next C. L. came to the
Sunshine State.
Although his tenure was interrupted by the Second World War,
in which he served as a recreation
officer before being discharged as
a lieutenant commander, it didn't

You, JuAt Ca&Bmttfej ^ b j r t ^ oj
VhDJfiAimd Food Peopk at

MORRISON'S

T

h e r e ' s a lot of satisfaction in p o i n t i n g out s o m e t h i n g good to a friend. T h a t ' s w h y
it often h a p p e n s that one cigarette out of a p a c k of D u a l Filter Tareytons never d o e s
get smoked.
P e o p l e b r e a k it open to d e m o n s t r a t e its u n i q u e D u a l Filter c o n t a i n i n g A c t i v a t e d
Charcoal. T h e y m a y not k n o w w h y it w o r k s so well, b u t they d o k n o w t h i s : I t delivers
far m o r e t h a n h i g h filtration . . . it b r i n g s out t h e best taste of t h e best t o b a c c o s — a s
no single filter can!
Try a p a c k of Tareytons. We believe t h e extra p l e a s u r e they b r i n g will s o o n h a r e
y o u p a s s i n g t h e g o o d word to y o u r friends.

In Winter Park
East Lyman at
Knowles
In Orlando
8 West Central

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

Avenue

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
. . . definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild
and smooth . . .

. . . and throughout
Florida

2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring
you the real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

No Finer Food... ANY WHERE

isoirs

NEW DUAL FILTER
*
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Rollins Linksters Winning Streak Snapped
A t 32; Florida Proves Too Much For Tars

TARS' Winkie Williams goes after a lost ball as a member of Ohio
State's squad goes sliding into third base during a tie contest.

Volleyball Playoffs, Softball Head
Action In Men's Spring Intramurals
By JACK SUTLIFF
Sandspur Sports Writer
As spring term gets underway, Intramural Director,
C. L. Varner, and the Intramural Board have scheduled a
wind-up for this year's IM activities. To regress momentarilly, here is the final run down on tennis standings.
The Faculty proved t o be the
final winner with a 6-0-1 record.
Following the Profs were Delta
Chi and X Club, with identical
4-1-1 records. Third place was
another two way tie between the
Indies and Kappa Alpha, these
squads boasted 2-1-1 records. Sigma Nu, Lambda Chi, and TKE
followed in that order.
With three volleyball games
left, the X Club leads with a
perfect 5-0 record. Lambda Chi
follows with an impressive 4-1
slate, Delta Chi is next with a
3-2 record, and the fourth place
is undetermined, with four different squads fighting for that
position.
Volleyball's Shaughnessey playoff will pit the number one team
against the fourth place finisher,
and the second place club will take
on third position holders.

Looking ahead to things to
come: softball will again take
precedence this spring, and a
tremendous battle is expected
between Lambda Chi and Club
for top honors.
The first game will take place
at 4:15, Tuesday, April 5, on the
Sandspur Bowl. Groups desirous
of using the field for practice
must clear through the Physical
Education office.
With the completion of volleyball, table tennis won't be played
at Rec Hall on Tuesday evenings,
while the annual IM swimming
meet is scheduled for Sunday,
May 1st.
Another
annual
event,
the
track and field meet, will be held
on the Sandspur Bowl, Saturday,
May 14th. Upon the completion
of Fiesta, the track and high
jump pit will be ready for use.

Tomorrow afternoon the Rollins golfers play host to Florida
State University, an earlier victim of t h e once mighty Tar linksters. The match is scheduled for
the Dubsdread greens, with starting time being 1:30.

Presently Nyimicz has only
two performers, Dick Diversi
and J a y Dolan, who are capable of breaking par. The remainder of the squad could improve, but has yet to exhibit
the interest in doing so.

The following tafternoion the
Tars will be out for revenge
when the strong Miami Hurricane
golfers come to town. Earlier in
the season the Tars traveled to
Miami only to suffer a 20-7 setback. This was the most decisive
defeat the Tar linksters have received in over three years.

The Tars had their impressive
32 game record of playing without a defeat stopped March 14
when the local group traveled to
Gainesville to tackle a highly rated University of Florida squad.
The Gators snapped Rollins perfect record, tripping the Tars,
19%-7%. .

In Rollins' last outing the
Tars were involved in a triangular match with the United
States Naval , Academy and
Jacksonville Naval Air Station.
The final results saw Jacksonville on top with a total of nine
points. The Tars finished second with 6I/2 points, while the
Middies brought up the rear
with just 2y2 points to their
credit.

This loss came after wins over
Wisconsin, twice, and Florida
Southern. After the Gator victory
Rollins wasted little time in starting a new record.

On their next appearance on
the greens, the Tars defeated a
favored Florida State team, 17%9%. Three days later Nyimicz's
group upended the University of
Georgia
at v Dubsdread,
15-12.
Then came the upset loss a t
At the time of this writing Miami.
Rollins sported a 6-4-1 record, far
After the Miami contest Rolbelow the perfect record which
Coach Dan Nyimicz has been able lins made it two defeats in a
to flash for the past three sea- row, losing to Georgia Tech,
14'/2-12 y2, in the closest match
sons.
to date.
Nyimicz is not at all pleased
Nyimicz is now looking forward
with the showing which his squad
to the two big tournaments which
has shown to date, and is faced are coming up. On April 14-15with a major problem of finding 16 the Tar linksters travel to
six players capable of p a r golf. Miami for the Miami Invitational
!

ODK Honors Four...
(continued from page 1)
spur and Flamingo, Harkness is tional work. Dan E n y a r t and Dan
Student
Council
representative of the Chapel, T. S. Darrah, spoke
for his fraternity and chairman to the group.
of the traffic committee. A winJim Lyden is president of ODK
ner of the Reeves Essay Contest, and Walt Cain is secretary. Other
he is past president of the Ger- student members are seniors Danman Club.
ny Laurant and Bob Rauch.
The tapping was held in con- George Saute is faculty secretajunction with the Florida ODK ry. Other faculty members are
convention held at Rollins last Donald Carroll, Irvin Stock, W. C.
weekend. The four new members Stone and Dan Thomas.
Pres. Hugh F. McKean, Vice
Pres. John Tiedtke, and Professor
Emeritus of Business Administration, William Melcher, are also
members.

Time Out. •.
(Continued from page 4)
With the exception of the Miami contest, the Rollins batters have
-gone all out for their star southpaw. During the four games the bespectacled senior has been backed with a total of 30 runs, while he
has been stingy to the point that he has allowed only four single
tallies.
Overlooked by all the action of South Carolina, Ohio State, Amherst, Furman, Duke, and Wesleyan is the important Florida Intercollegiate Conference baseball race. Presently the Tars' record reads
one win and one defeat, the Tars' loss coming against Miami, as did
their win.
One team which looms as a definite threat to the Tars' hopes
of repeating as FIC champs is.Florida Southern College. The Moccasins have started off their campaign with six or seven straight wins,
and among their victims have been Stetson and Tampa, the latter being beaten twice. Watch out Tars, you've beaten Ohio State, but you
haven't played Florida Southern yet!
This being my last issue of the Sandspur as Sports Editor, I
will not be able to follow the Tars on these pages any longer, but for
those fans who are looking toward the end of baseball season and the
chances of Rollins playing in a baseball tourney, here is news.
Rollins will not return to Texas this summer. The main reason
is that the tournament (NAIA) which has been held there for the
p a s t three years has moved to Sioux City, Iowa. The tournament
dates are June 6-10. Good luck Tars.

Navy Officer Team
To Visit Campus
Harkness

Dominguez

were initiated last Friday evening
in the Frances Chapel and after
the initiation ceremony attended
a banquet with the visiting ODK
delegates and the Rollins student
and faculty members.
The banquet was held in the
honor of Dean Emeritus of Men,
Arthur D. Enyart, one of the
charter members of the Rollins
chapter of ODK and active in na-

The Navy Officer
Programs
Team will visit the Rollins campus
Tuesday
and
Wednesday
April 5 and 6 to interview applicants for the Navy's Officer Candidate School a t Newport, R. I.
Officer Candidate School is open
to male students who are in their
senior year. Women in their junior or senior years are eligible
for WAVE Officer
Candidate
School, also at Newport. Both are
16 week programs leading to com
missions in the Naval Reserve.

Tournament. This is the one t h a t
the Tars have captured two years
running,
and
Coach
Nyimicz.
would love nothing better than to
make his record three wins in
three tries.
Rollins' linksters close the season May 5-6-7 competing in the
Southern Intercollegiates, which,
is held annually in Athens, Georgia. A good showing in this tournament by the Tars would be the
perfect ending to a rather poor
beginning season.

SPORTS AGENDA
BASEBALL — The Rollins
Tars play a doubleheader at
Harper Shepherd Field this afternoon. In t h e first game Rollins opposes Furnam, while in
the . second contest the Tars
tangle with Wesleyan. Saturday Rollins and Wesleyan go
at it in a single affair. Tuesday afternoon the ' Tars travel
to Jacksonville for a FIC game
with t h e Dolphins.
CREW — The Rollins oarsmen race American International this afternoon, with the
finish line being at the Alabama Hotel.
GOLF — Rollins' linksters
play host to Florida State tomorrow afternoon a t Dubsdread, and Sunday afternoon
the Tars will attempt t o even
the score with Miami, who
edged the Tars earlier this
season.
TENNIS — Saturday afternoon the Rollins netters oppose
the Princeton netters on t h e
Rollins courts. The matches
s t a r t at 1:30.

Peterson Woodcut
Takes Art Prize
Thomas F . Peterson, Instructor
in A r t a t Rollins, was awarded
one of five purchase prizes for
his woodcut in black and white,
"Pieta," a t t h e Ohio University
Art Exhibit. The subject of "Piet a " is the traditional scene of
sorrow after Christ was lowered
from t h e cross.
The exhibit, sponsored by the
Wesley and Westminster Foundations and dealing with religious
prints and drawings, was held
March 15-31 at Edwin Watts
Chubb Library Gallery in Athens,
Ohio. Having won a purchase
prize, "Pieta" will remain on permanent display in Ohio University's a r t gallery.
Peterson has been an instructor of the principles of a r t and
painting a t Rollins for two years.

LUCKY LUCY?

Every dish is a Delight
Starting with the Finest, Freshest Meats, Fruits and
Vegetables, our chefs cook and season every dish with
care

To make each meal here a truly delightful

experience.

Anderson's Restaurant
At The Gateway

We have a complete Selection
of Les Elgart's Recordings
Stereophonic and Hi-Fi
at the

M u s i c Box

Hi Way 17-92
Phone M l 4-6170

333 Park Ave. S.

No! No rabbit's foot forj
her. She knows many,
cancers can be cured
if found in time—so she
gets a health checkup
every year. She knows
iher dollars can help,
conquer cancer—so she
gives generously to the
American Cancer SocN
cty Crusade. Send your
gift to your Unit of the
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
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Seven

The Rollins College Family
is invited
to the
NEW

STEAK-n-SHAKE
At
818 S. Orlando Ave.
Across From
Winter Park Drive-In Theater

t

2820 E. Colonial Dr.
Across from

The Colonial Plaza Motel

Quick, Courteous
Curb,
Counter, and
Dining Room
Service.

Special Containers
Provided For
Carry-Out
Service

Specializing In Selected Foods
With A Desire To
Please The Most Discriminating
Deluxe Sandwiches
Chili-and Specialties
Drinks and Desserts
Open Daily Year Around
10:00 A. M. 'til Midnight

The

Eight

Rollins

ONE YEAR AND TWENTY-FIVE ISSUES LATER...

ODK Series

BENEFITS OF HIGH
ACADEMIC STANDARDS
The gradual tightening and raising of
academic .standards over the past few years
is a fact and not just a figment of our student imaginations. In addition to the lower
grade average because of harder grading,
this can be seen by the requiring of college
entrance examinations, the MET, the STEP
tests, and required courses in the upper division outside the major field.
As students we naturally complain about
this because it increases our work and results in slightly lower grades. But let us
take a moment to consider why such a
change is being made.
First, a reputation for high standards
draws good students. No good student is
going to enter a school knowing that the
diploma he will receive four years later
will not carry the prestige of the diplomas
received by the people with whom he will
be competing whether it be in the academic,
business or social worlds.
Second, good students and a good academic reputation draws and keeps good professors. No good teacher wants students
who have to be continually spoon-fed. He
expects one of this nature occasionally, but
not a room full term after term. Also, no
teacher wants to be associated with a second-rate institution. The college with which
he is associated is a reflection, either good
or bad, on his intellect and ability as a
teacher.
Third, a good reputation brings in money, both for students desiring to do graduate work and for the college itself. Graduate schools seek students from schools
known to produce top quality students.
They offer money to have them attend. For
the college itself, it is easier to approach a
philanthropist or a head of a foundation
for, say, a.new science building if students
can be pointed out who have won Fulbright
and Woodrow Wilson Awards, and fellowships and assistantships from the leading
schools of the country.
It is also good to know that when we
graduate we will be as well equipped and
educated as the people with whom we will
be associated. To have such confidence is
well worth the extra work it costs us during
our four years here at Rollins.
Robert Fleming

The Chapel Tower
By T. S. Darrah
There are no morals, my dear young friend
They're just the notions of mean old men
Who've lost the pOwer of really sinning
|and rob the joy of youth's
• full-living.
[So you be wise and have your
fling.
(Try and do most everything.
I Be sure and live by these
sane rules
T. S. Darrah

'And you'll be King of the
Aprfl

Foolg

By Charles M. Schulz

PEANUTS

SANDSPUR EDITORIALS
Today is the last issue of the Sandspur
under my editorship—as anyone can plainly
see by looking" at the contents of the paper.
Today has to be my last issue of the paper!
By next week I may have been liquidated,
or even vaporized.
An editor's last issue of a newspaper—
even when that issue does not fall on April
1—is a justifiable cause for celebration.
That last issue means the end of deadlines,
the end of student complaints on the gossip
column, the end of subscriber complaints on
not getting a paper the week before (But,
ma'm, we don't print during Christmas vacation.), the end of worry and responsibility.
It means 30 or 40 hours of free time each
week, Sunday afternoons' in the sun instead
of in the cellar, Saturday mornings in bed
instead of in the basement. It might even
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mean a limited amount of time spent on
study.
Editing the Sandspur is a time-consuming, often grueling task. And it is often a
disheartening job, for, except for staff
members, the -student body appears to be
convinced that Sandspurs bloom in their
mailboxes with the same facility that their
namesakes crop up in the Sandspur bowl.
But there are also rewards to the job—
the satisfaction of seeing 1050 finished
products arrive in the post office on Friday
mornings, the fun of seeing ideas in print,
the unexpected word of praise when a student or faculty member goes out of his way
to tell you that he enjoyed a particular article, and the special feeling of pride the
day the parent of one of the students commented, "Why the Sandspur really looks
like a newspaper!"
However, the greatest satisfaction in
editing the newspaper comes, not from
the paper itself, but from the staff, from
the group of students who faithfully work
on the paper week in and week out in spite
of term papers, tests, and the editor's nasty temper.
Although I have sworn at them, thrown
things at them, scolded them, and criticized
them, my staff members, I am convinced,
have been some of the best the Sandspur
has ever had. I shall ever be grateful to
them, not only for their long hours of work,
but also for their ability to withstand my
slave-driving tactics.
To Lee Rogers, my managing editor, I
extend my thanks—and my sympathy; from
now on the paper is all hers. Lee has served
the paper as news editor, associate news
editor, reporter, feature writer, proofreader, copyreader, typist, and in a host of other
duties. I am sure that she will be able to
bring many improvements to the paper during her editorship.
If my staff has been a confusing one,
this may be attributed primarily to having
three sub-editors all named Bob. Bob
"News" Rauch, Bob "Sports" Stewart, and
Bob "Features" Fleming have all done their
share in putting the paper out and in livening up the office.
As if the chaos resultant in having three
Bobs around the office were not enough, I
have also had two Joans on the staff—Joan
"Copy" Murray and Joan-"News" Spaulding.
Both are freshmen who should prove invaluable to Lee during her editorship. Lauren Kiefer, Linda Kimpton, Walter
Oain, Judy Carl, and Jim McKee, have also
been among the staff members who have
faithfully worked week after week. To name
all of the students and faculty members who
have helped me during my editorship would
take, not only the editorial page, but probably a good bit of the rest of the paper, so
I shall just give one big thank you to all of
them.
To the staff members who are not graduating, I wish the greatest possible success
with future Sandspurs. Don't forget to put
me down on the subscription list!

PEANUTS

Faculty Forum

On The Study Of Creative Writing
Ed'<r. Note: Prof. Clint Trowbridge of the English department,
discovered by this editor browsing among his most cherished volumes
the other day, came across the following contribution to the study of
creative writing in the form of a book that, as he said, "meant so
much to me that I want to share some of its gem-like truths with
serious minded students here at Rollins College."
The editors hope that the reprinting of the following excerpt
from Prof. Claymore Throwslop's book, "Studies in Style: a Primer for
Creative Writing Students "Who Want to Sell,'' will serve to stimulate
interest in creative writing at Rollins:

Chapter Seventeen: Three ways of opening a story by using the sudden intrusion of the emotionally disturbed heroine technique.
Example One (from one of the lesser known masterpieces of Ferstin
Baldwell):
Vickie
Vickie Wretch threw open the door of the one-room shack she
lived in with her father and collapsed onto the cigarette-butted, beer-y
slopped, cat-urined floor. She didn't think she could stand it another
minute. She wanted to scream, but what the hell was the use. For
her old man? That b
_! At least he wouldn't be back from cleaning the urinals at the train depot for another hour yet, and who else
would hear her in the middle of Black Swamp but maybe some drunk
niggers or something. Anyway, she wanted to vomit.
Example Two (culled from an old copy of TEEN-AGE ROMANCES).
Vickie
Vickie had looked forward to this camping trip ever since she
could remember. Just she and dad in the great outdoors. For years
dad had told her about Manusquit Lake and all the trout he had
caught there and now she was actually here. She was there and it
was all too good to be true—or had been up until a few minutes ago.
She threw back the tent flap and groped around for it. Where was
it? She had to find it! Dad had sent her back/for it, and now she
couldn't find it. On her hands a n d knees she groped around on the
floor of the tent, but all she could find was dad's briar—the one
that was carved to look like a bear, the bottoms of her Christmasnew shorty jamas and a half-empty tube of Lanolin. She couldn't
find it, and she felt like she was going to scream. Suddenly she
started sobbing, her young shoulders rising and falling like the tides
of the great sea, her cheeks hot and flushed and wet with tears. Her
heart was beating like mother's Bendix. She swooned.
Example Three (from SVELTE: THE MAGAZINE FOR THE WOMAN WHO WANTS TO BE MORE THAN A WOMAN).
Victoria
Quietly, softly, almost stealthily, she turned the key in the look,
taking an accustomed delight from, the sound of the familiar welloiled click that announced that the door was now open, that the room
behind it could now be entered, that the forthcoming privacy would
be inviolate. Victoria Massinger was a woman not easily brought to
her knees by defeat, but even she felt t h a t she was staggering on the
(continued on page 9)
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Letters To The Editor

Student Criticizes Disrespect
Shown To Singing Of Alma Mater
Editor: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
At the party in the Student
Center on Tuesday night, March
8, I was standing at the back
and was appalled at the number
of students who remained seated
during the choir's singing of the
Alma Mater.
The majority of those seated in the back made no effort
at all to rise during any of the
three verses. This must bo due
to one of two things. Either
those students have no loyalty
to their college or else, worse
yet, they failed to recognize the
song as the Rollins Alma Mater.
I have often heard students
say that they have never or sel-_.
dom heard it sung and do not
know the words. Perhaps if those
individuals would occasionally attend the convocations and other
formal
college functions,
the
song would not remain such a
mystery to them.
I am not advocating a sloppy,
sentimental, gung-ho school spirit, but there are such things as
plain disrespect and bad manners!
Whether you like it or not, as
students of the college you have
permanently associated the name
of Rollins with yourselves. The
name of your college will remain
a part of your record for the rest
of your life.
When you yourself show no
respect for your college, how can
The Sandspur enjoys receiving letters to the editor. In order to be published, the letters
must be signed, but names will
be withheld on request.
Leters exceeding 200 words
in length are subject to condensation.

FATHER OF T H E GIRL
"I don't mind him hanging around the house both day and
night", or begrudge all the food
he eats, but it does gripe to think
his father deducts $600 a year
for him as a dependent."
- Scandal Sheet

you expect others to respect you
as a student and later a graduate
of that college?
Adarre Lehmkuhl

Committee Holds
Meeting On Plans
For Rollins Union
After more than a term of
study, the Rollins Union Planning Committee, headed by chairman Jack Sutliff, has drawn up
a proposed charter of The Rollins
Union.
On Saturday, March 26, the
committee met with a number
of students who had attended a
fall term conference conducted by
the director of the Student Union
at the University of Florida.
These students met in the dining
hall for an hour and a half to
go over the committee's proposals.
Later this term, the committee
will present their proposal to Student Council for approval. The
plans have already been studied
by Hugh McKean, president of
the college; John Tiedke, treasurer of the college; and Dick
Mansfield, president of Student
Council.
The proposed Rollins Union is
expected to serve as an official
center of student life, to unify
student activities, and to sponsor
a broad program of co-curricular education, recreation and entertainment for the college community.
Further, the union is to serve
as a tie binding faculty, students,
staff and alumni and will aid in
establishing a cultural pattern
which will distinguish Rollins students.
Other members of the Union
Planning Committee are Bruce
Aufhammer,
Ginny
Campbell,
Rich Cole, Pete Kellogg, Ruth
Lynn Whittaker, Debbie Williams,
deans Dyckman Vermilye and
Helen Watson, and Dr. Dudley
Degroot.

Faculty Forum . . .
(continued from page 8)
brink of eternity about to be deluged by the sea of life. It had been
a most disturbing day, of t h a t there could be not the faintest shadow
of a doubt. And yet had her whole upbringing not prepared her for
just such an eventuality? Had her two years a t Markham College
been for nothing? Could she not now cope with life's perplexities?
As she passed into the bedroom to divest herself of her exterior
habiliments, her eye caught sight of the black lacquered cigarette
box that her father had given her on her last birthday. She had
chipped it only last week, and she could not, for the life of her, find
a place to put it where the fact of the chip did not recurrently make
itself aware to her. She stopped, about to abandon the fruitless attempt to conceal the imperfection, when suddenly she felt something
dissolve inside of her. Against her will, contrary to her prevalent
modes of thought, she felt the mask that she had spun for herself,
the mask with which she could hide her true self from the eyes of
the world, collapse. The taut lines of her visage snapped, and Victoria
Massinger felt herself being swallowed in t h e grief of her own emotions. The crack in the veneer was in—herself.

Senior Purr Ransom Reveals Fondness
For Thoroughbred Cocktail, Elizabeth Hall
By JUDY CARL
The light and life of one
certain tall senior Indie woman on campus is happilychomping away on her oats
somewhere out beyond Goldenrod in her little stall at
the "Lucky F Stables."
The tall senior is busy, blueeyed Purr Ransom, and the "object of her affections" is a brown,
thoroughbred, nine-year old mare,
who's 16.2 hands tali and goes
by the name of "My Cocktail."
(Purr was careful to point out
that the horse already possessed
this name when she got her this
past fall.)
Purr and "My Cocktail" recent-.
ly won much acclaim and many
trophies in a 100-mile competitive trail ride and endurance ride.
The handsome mare won the
prize for the best registered
horse of any breed, was named
best in the lightweight division,
and also received the reserve
championship for the whole ride.
The talented horsewoman was
named the best rooky rider—
her comment about how she felt
at the end of the 100-mile experience: "I felt fine. . .only the
bottoms of my feet hurt from
pressing down on t h e stirrups."
Holding the unique distinction
of having attended five colleges,
Purr states that she likes Rollins best. She started her freshman year a t a junior college, but
left at the end of a semester, for
she found it "too much like
boarding school, and four years
of that was enough."
She then studied in Madrid for
a month, and then returned to the
United States and went to summer school to study Spanish.
"I've been doing things backwards all my life," she explains.
Next stop in her educational
career was Rollins, where Purr
gave up Spanish after two terms
with Dr. Rojas—"possibly because
of the Norwegian influence of
my roommate."
Last summer Purr spent in Oslo attending summer school there
and visiting her former roommate
from Rollins, Ingor Johnson. "I
spent part of the summer trudging down roads with a knapsack
on my back; traveling by train,
bus and coastal steamer; hitchhiking; and climbing the highest
mountain in northern Europe."
Purr brought back with her a
gray Lappjacket, which is "comfortably warm, even if it's not
standard Florida apparel."
An economics major who plans
to do graduate work in business
administration Purr was happy to

Rogers Receives
Harvard Award

Sophomore Lee Rogers is this
year's recipient of the Harvard
Fire Destroys Rec Hall
Summer Scholarship, Dean Dyckman Vermilye announced this
week.
Offered annually, the Harvard
awaud allows one Rollins student
each summer to attend Harvard,
enrolling in courses from among
a selection of various subjects for
undergraduates in the fields of
arts and sciences.
Any Rollins student is eligible
to apply for the award. The faculty honors committee selects the
winner from among the applicants
on the basis of grade average
and contribution to the college.
Currently managing editor of
the Sandspur, Miss Rogers will
assume the office of editor starting with next 'week's issue of the
paper. She has previously served
as news^editor and associate news
editor of the weekly publication.
A biology major, Miss Rogers
is a member of Rollins Scientific
Society and has served as a lab
assistant. She is a member of
Phi Society, academic honorary,
FIESTA, ACTIVITY was interrupted Wednesday night when fire and her name has appeared on
broke out in Rec Hall and burned the building to the ground in a mat- the dean's list. She is also a participant in the Program for Inter of minutes. For more details, see next week's paper.
dependent Reading.
(Photo by Stewart)

ON DISPLAY in Purr Ransom's room are trophies, plaques and ribbons that she and her horse "My Cocktail" have recently worn
announce that she has been accepted as a graduate student at
Radcliffe.
Unfortunately,
"My
Cocktail" will not be able to accompany her to New England;
"first things first," said Purr
sadly.

sistant in Elizabeth, and enjoys
working with the freshman women and "living in the lap of luxury," although she admits that
shocking pink—or chartreuse—
ceilings get on her nerves occasionally.

On campus Purr has put her
economics and accounting knowledge to good practice by bejng
treasurer of several organizations.
Last year she was treasurer of
Elizabeth Hall, an office which
sometimes proved to be a headache; "Some girls paid their dues
one, two, or three terms late—
and some didn't pay at all."

Last year Purr was prexy for
the Indie women, a job which
kept her "terribly busy," especially when she worked as "Ye Olde
Peacemaker" during the producing
of the Indie Musical.

Being treasurer of Pan-American Club was less of a problem,
"for nobody paid dues there."
"My saddest moment, however,
was when the Indie show lost
money last year" Purr comments,
adding that all these duties have
given her a practical background
—however painful—in Public Finance or Money and Banking.
This year she is a student as-

She has also served as a Council representative and is a member of the Student-Faculty Trustee committee and Pi Gamma Mu.
Being tapped for Phi Society, an
honorary based
on
freshman
work, came as quite a surprise
her second year at Rollins, for
Purr had not realized that she
was a freshman her first year
here.
"I finally made Phi Society a t
my fourth college on my third
try at being a freshman!" she
comments.

Another thrilling week in this column — Y'all keep up the good
"work"!!!
Pledged: Libby Scales to Theta
John Berliner to KA
der Spring has sprung*!!! — Pinned:
Charie Probasco (KKG) to Jim Swan (Snake)
Hallie Haubenstel (KKG) to Jim Brown (Club)
Sue Goodier (KKG) to Claude Crook (Club)
Sandy Jordan (Chi O) to Ron Brown (Club)
Jay Tourgee (Gamma Phi) to Larry Strimple (KA)
Jeanne Smith (Indie) to Frank Healis (KA)
Married: Melody Stearns (G-Phi) to Bryan Hastings (Indie)
Letty Rhoten (Indie) to Karl Lorman (Lambda Chi-'59)
Linda Wissing (Indie) to Dave King (Lambda Chi-'56)
Born: to Suzanne and Desi Czongor; 1 papoose ( F ) .
Initiated: To Gamma Phi—
Dotty Porter, Kit Bailey, Carol Wiese, Carol Lansner,
Laney Bush, Anne Smith, Kitty Ondovchak, Margie
Nichols, Betsy Reutter, Helen Scott, Carolyn Klemperer,
Jamie Henry.
To Theta:
Mo Minnett, Francis McKnight, Janice Milligan,
Sally McCutchen, Janie Bernreuter.
Delta Chi:
Hal Abbott, Breck Boynion, Burt Jordan,
Demetrios Coutsolioutsos.
Kappa Alpha:
Harold (Crick) Hatch, Chuck Morley, Conrad Cowart,
Don McLachlan, Jan Carstanjen.
New Officers:
KA — Fernando "Chick" Guerrero, Pres.
Frank Healis, Veep.
Jim McDermott, sec.
TKE —Charles Bent, Pres.
John Harkness, Veep.
Tom Donnelly, Sec.
Larry Milner, $$$$
Visitors: Judy Hill, Parker Leimbach,, Diane Peters, Pattie
Mapes, Jimmie Tweel, Susu Dunn.
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Dining Hall Head
Gives Ultimatum
On Stray Animals
In spite of a request from John
A. Johnson, manager of the dining
hall, that Rollins students stop
feeding animals in the Beanery,
there are still students on campus who have been sharing their
meals with stray dogs and cats.
Through Student Council, Johnson has emphasized that students
should not feed dogs and cats in
the dining hall. For obvious
health reasons, the Beanery management cannot allow the students to let animals eat off of
dining hall dishes and silverware.

INCLUDED AMONG the many spectacular scenes in the forthcoming Rollins Players production of "Ben-Hur" is an exciting chariot race.
Although Dick Mansfield, Stu- The play will feature the largest cast ever assembled for an Annie Russell production and will star Steve Kane as Ben-Hur.
dent Council president, has asked
representatives to warn the members of their groups against such
unsanitary proceedings, some students still persist in encouraging
s t r a y animals to loiter in the
Beanery.

Rollins Players To Present Most Spectacular Production
In History 01 Annie Russell; Tickets Now On Sale

"We have succeeded in ridding
the Beanery of many of the animals that used to hang around
there at mealtimes," Ginger Cornell ,Beanery committee chairman
announces. "Both Dippy the Delt
and Worthington the Cat have
finally been discouraged from
spending their time there."

Tickets go on sale today
for t h e Rollins P l a y e r s f o r t h coming production of "BenH u r , " A r t h u r Wagner, head
of t h e Annie Russell T h e a t r e
h a s announced. T h e production is expected to b e t h e
m o s t spectacular ever p r e sented on t h e A R T stage.

A junior, Kane is a member of
Rollins Players and has appeared
in numerous ART productions, including this year's "Romanoff and
Juliet," "The Chalk Garden," and
"Guys and Dolls."

Recently elected to membership
in Rollins Players, Halsell is a
sophomore who has appeared this
year in "The Chalk Garden" and
Based on the classic by Gen. "Arms and the Man."
Lew Wallace, the play includes
Others in the cast include
many exciting scenes, including
a spectacular chariot race. Steve Chuck Morley, Bob Haines, Mary
E^ane has been cast in the title Jane Strain, Bob Bunim, Kay
role of Ben-Hur, while Rick Hal- Leimbacher and Pete Kellogg. Besell will portray his rival, Messa- cause of the huge cast of extras,
almost every other student in the
la.
school will also appear on the
stage at one time or another during the production.
Bob Chase, who is helping to
direct the production, describes
"Ben-Hur" as "a tragedy with
comic tendencies." "Or," he muNewest student organization on ses, "is it a comedy with tragic
campus, formed just this past tendencies? At any rate, it's one
week, is the Rollins Sunbathing of the funniest comedies I've run
Society.
across in a long time."
In keeping with the spirit of
An honorary organization open
only to juniors and seniors, RSS the play, Edwin Feher has desets
limits its membership to advanced signed some spectacular
sunbathers. To qualify for mem- which will make use, not only of
bership in his senior year, a student must have peeled during six
consecutive terms. A junior may
FAIRBANKS
be eligible for RSS if he has been
requested to ride in the back of
AUTO
SERVICE
the bus.
Meetings of the honorary have
51T W. Fairbanks Ave.
been scheduled during class perMidway 7-2934
iods down on the pier, while special sessions will be held at the
beaeh over weekends.
Motto of the society is "Down
with Man Tan." Officers of the
honorary have not as yet been
elected, but will be chosen at one
of next week's meetings.

Sunbathers Form
Honorary Society

SNOOPy
"However," Miss Cornell continues, "there is one dog who refuses to leave the dining hall.
And what is worse, the students
encourage him by feeding him."
The offending dog answers to
the name of Snoopy. A floppyeared dog, he is sometimes caught
posing as a vulture, a kangaroo
or a polar bear. Any student who
sees Snoopy in the Beanery is requested to put him out.
"And if you see another student feeding Snoopy or any other
animal, please remind him that
this is against health regulations," Miss Cornell emphasizes.

the stage, but also of the presi- Miss Brookbank will be rememdent's boxes and the center aisle. bered by Anne Russell theatregoers for the violin background
In cooperation with the music music in last year's production of
department, background music fo* "The Three Sisters."
the production will be provided
by Rollins students. A trumpet
"Ben-|Hur" will open in t&e
trio composed of Ron Holman, ART on Monday evening, April 4,
Bruce Hasnas, and Walter Wirth at 8:30 and will continue through
will join with the pianist Gwen Saturday, April 9, with perforMansfield for the musical accom- mances nightly.
paniment.
Rollins graduate Ann Brookbank, who is currently working
with the college Creative Arts
Department, has been asked to
provide the violin background.
fPn<—>"<—>n<—>"<—>"<—
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THEATRE
North of Gateway

°
Sun. • Tues.
UThe Warrior & The Slave Girl (c)fi
George Marchal
5

0

Gianna M. Canale
p Sheriff of Fractured Jaw (c)
Jayne Mansfield
S
Kenneth Moore
S
Wed. • Sat.
J On The Beach
o
Ava Gardner
Gregory Peck
8 In Love and In War (c)
Robert Wagner
°
Dana Wynter
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Alive!

WATCHES

DIAMONDS

Shining!

J. CALVIN MAY

Brilliant!

Jeweler
Winter Park's Oldest

We Do Our Own Engraving
Jewelry and Watch Repairing
Phone Midway 4-9704

New!

352 Park Ave. S.

Your Portrait Glows
Photographed in Direct Color

"The House of Quality Food"
Broiled Florida

LOBSTER

Special offer until April 8th
$37.00 Picture for $18.50

$1.00

With Pecan Dressing and French Fries
Golden Fried

Howard T. Powell
Photographer
Phone M I 4-8136

513 Park Avenue S.
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These are the silver wings of a
U . &. Air Force Navigator. As £'
flying officer on the Aerospace
team, he has chosen a career of
leadership, a career that has
meaning, rewards and executive
opportunity.
The Aviation Cadet Program
is the gateway to this career. T o
qualify for this rigorous and pro*/
fessional training, a high school
diploma is required; however, two
or more years of college are highly)
desirable. Upon completion of the
program the Air Force encourages
the new officer to earn his degree
so he can better handle the respon*
sibilities of his position. This includes full pay and allowances
while taking off-duty courses under the Bootstrap education program. The Air Force will pay a
substantial part of all tuition costs.
After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete
course work and residence require-]
ments for a college degree in 0
months or less, he is eligible to)
apply for temporary duty at the'
school of his choice.
If you think you have what It]
takes to earn the silver wings Of
an Air Force Navigator, see your,
local Air Force Recruiter. As«
him about Aviation Cadet Navk
gator training and the benefits
which are available to a flying
officer in the Air Force. Or fill M
and mail this coupon.
There's a place for tomorrow**,
leaders on the
-w- -y s~>*
Aerospace Team. I
^ ^

Air rorce
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
AVIATION CADET INFORMATION
DEPT. SC02
BOX 7606, WASHINGTON 4, D. 0.
I am between 19 and 26Vi, e cttte
of the U. S. and a high school gradiu
with
years of college. Plea
send me detailed Information Ofl t
Air Force Aviation Cadet prograitt.
HAMr
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Council Establishes New Committee
To Abolish All Other Committees
At Monday night's Student Council meeting, Pres Dick
Mansfield appointed members to a newly-established committee. .
"This committee is one that I've felt we've needed for a
longtime, Mansfield had told Council representatives the
previous week when he asked for approval to form the new
group.
The new committee, officially termed the Student Committee on Anarchy, will study the need for and the advan•p, • I

M^

j

triday Bermudas
Finally Receive
Faculty Approval
Starting today, bermuda shorts
will be allowed in the Beanery on
Friday
evenings, the
student
deans announced earlier this week.
"The faculty voted in favor of
the Friday night bermudas," explains Dyckman Vermilye, dean
of men, "because we felt that if
the matter were of such vital concern to the student body, the faculty should do everything in their
power to make the students happy-"
The request for bermudas in
the Beanery 6n Friday nights had
been presented - to Student Council by Kappa Alpha representative
Bruce McEwan at 17 of the Council's first 20 meetings this year.
"If at first you don't succeed,
try, try again," McEwan summed
up the philosophy that gained the
Friday night bermudas for the
student body.
Up until last year, bermudas
were not allowed in the Beanery
for the evening meal at all. However, last year the student deans
relented and gave the students
permission to wear bermudas to
the Beanery on Saturday and
Sunday evenings.
"Now that the students may
wear bermudas on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday evenings, there
remains only one thing for Council to do," asserted McEwan.
<f
Start a campaign for bermudas
in the Beanery on Thursday evenings!"

Independents Plan
To Go National
Rollins may soon be able to
boast the addition of two more
national social groups to the campus, it was announced this past
week.
Both the Independent Men and
the Independent Women on campus are considering affiliating
themselves with an organization
of the Independent groups at colleges across the country, presidents of the two social groups
disclosed to the' Sandspur early
this week.
\
"We- are quite proud to have
the -opportunity to affiliate with
this national organization," one
of the Indie presidents explained,
"for of all national social groups,
the Independents have the largest
number of chapters, T;he most
members, and the oldest history.
AH these Greek letter groups are
really just upstarts when compared with the fine and time-honored tradition of Independents."
"In fact," the other president
added, "there is not a oollege
campus in the country or even in
the world that does not have Independents. The only thing we've
been lacking in the past has been
the national organization."
. Benefits anticipated from the
new affiliation include having a
national to back up the local
groups in disputes with the various campus administrations and
the establishment of alumni chapters.

tages, as well as the disadvanta
ges, of abolishing all other existing Council committees at Rollins
College.
Headed by Bruce Aufhammer,
the committee is composed of all
past and present chairmen of other Council committees. In making
his appointments, Mansfield clarified, "I feel that these committee
chairmen are the best qualified
students to testify as to how little the Council committees have
or have not accomplished."
Committee members include Tony Toledo, John Harkness, Bruce
McEwan, Ginger Cornell Phyllis
Zatlin, Dale Ingmanson, Gordon
Struble, Barth Engert, Rich Cole,
Mimi Thompson and Dick Mansfield.
"If this committee proves successful in its investigation of
the merits of abolishing aH other committees, perhaps we can
expand its authority and have
it also investigate the need for
and the advantages, as well as
the disadvantages, of abolishing
Student Council entirely," Mansfield added.
In other business of the night,
Council representatives discussed
bermuda shorts, Beanery food and
the gaping hole in the Council
room ceiling.

Gallery Features
Unusual Exhibit
A new exhibit, put on display
in the Morse Gallery of Art
earlier this week, will continue
throughout the month of April.
"This new art exhibit is quite
exciting," Dr. Janis Silins, director of the gallery, comments. "In
fact, the exhibit is quite revolutionary and differs completely
from any other exhibit we have
had on display this year."
The new style of art now on
display represents life as it is in
reality, Silins explains. "If, the
artist is trying to represent an
apple, for* example," Silins' continues, "the painting looks like
an apple and can easily be recognized by anyone viewing the
painting."
The new art style also encourages paintings in which landscapes
look like landscapes and people
look like people. The art belongs
to a new school, officially termed
the "Mean Little Kid School of
Art," but better known as the
"I paints 'em the way I sees 'em"
style.
The exhibit now on display includes major works of 26 littleknown artists, none of whom have
ever had paintings on exhibit before.

Two

Student Pianist
To Give Recital
In ART Tonight
The Rollins Conservatory of
Music will present Mieczyslaw
Schroeder in senior recital this
evening in the Annie Russell
Theatre at 8:30.
Active in campus music organizations, Schroeder is a member
of the Chapel Choir and Student
Music Guild. He has also sung
with the Rollins Singers and has
served as an accompanist at various student voice recitals.
The piano major will begin his
concert this evening with Bach's
"Prelude and Fugue No. 10" and
will then devote the rest of the
program to Beethoven.
Included in the first half of
his recital are Beethoven's "Sonatas Opus 41, No's. 1 and 2."
Following intermission, Schroeder
will present his piano adaptation
of Beethoven's "Third Symphony."
Schroeder holds the particular
distinction of being the youngest
student ever to be presented in
senior recital by the conservatory. He is a student of John Carter
and Helen Moore.

Roily Intramurals
Goes To The Dogs
Varance Clarner, intramural director for Rollins College, recently disclosed the long awaited
news — dog racing has been added to the Rollins IM schedule.
Bleas by scores and scores of
Rollins students have finally been
recognized," stated Clarner. "Now
the Rollins student can witness
six races nightly, plus an added
matinee every Wednesday afternoon, "on the Rollins campus."
To make the dog racing
schedule possible,
permission
was received from Pres. Hugh
F . McKean to have the horseshoe closed off. The dogs will
race around the mile—minus
oval, trying to catch speedy,
six nights a week.
In order to make the matinee
possible it was also announced
that Pres. McKean will call off
all Wednesday afternoon classes.
Competition among the men's
groups is expected to be keen,
with X Club and Sigma Nu fighting for the top spot. Steve Mandel of Delta Chi is in charge of
lining up the dogs and setting
the odds.

SCHROEDER

Spring Intramural Agenda To Feature
Bicycle Races Around Horseshoe
Heading the list of intramural Favorites in the women's diviactivities this term for both men sion are the Indies. Led by such
and women will be intramural bi- experienced cyclists as Charging,
bicycle racing, Clarence Varner, C h ' a m b l i s s , Reckless-But-NotSara Jan Dorsey, and Jan Patton Wreckless Rogers and Zoom-zoom
Zatlin, the Independent Women
announced this week.
are expected to capture the troAn addition to the IM schedule, phy.
the bicycle races are planned for
Trophies for the intramural biSaturday afternoon, April 2. The cycle races will be presented to
horseshoe will be roped off to the winning group in each diviprovide a racing course for the sion at the Awards Assembly on
cyclists.
June 1 in the Annie Russell TheaEach participating group may tre. Points earned in the races
enter an unlimited number of will also be added in with each
cyclists in either or both of the team's total IM points.
speed and obstacle races. The win»••
••
M ^ — • • • ' • • § • • I I • I I M —W
ill
Mm illji
ning group will be chosen on a
point system, with five points
RAY GREENE
being awarded for a first place,
four for second, three for third,
REALTOR
two for fourth and one for fifth.
ALUMNUS
In the men's division, the faculM l 7-2989
ty team is expected to run away fB 112 Park Ave., S.
with the contest. Sparked by such • j " "
•
w •• ••
skilled riders as Ted Darrah, Rudy Fischer, John Hamilton, 'GorDRY
don Lewis, Bob Morgenroth and
WASH
Alex Waite the faculty team ap10
10 LBS.
pears to have the edge on the
MINUTES
fraternity entrants.
25c

FOR 10c
Do It Yourself
In an Hour

Going Home Soon?
. . . Bring
Clothing,

us

your

Shoes,

hats,

Surplus
bags,

Jewelry and household items —

t COM-OHUnD IMMMBT
At The Gateway
Orange & Orlando Aves.

We Pay Cash

Do you like to

Nearly New Shop

dine by Candlelight

701 W. Fairbanks

in a quaint
atmosphere? . . . Take

RAMSDELL'S OPTICIANS

your date to

PROFESSIONAL

EYE GLASSES • HEARING AIDS
PRESCRIPTION DARK GLASSES
1191 Orange Ave., Winter Park

Aquino's

Midway 4-77W

Kitchen
Italian a n d American

Beauty for the discriminating College girl

food at their best. For a
perfect ending to your

Phone: MI 4-7162

Cinderella Beauty Arcade

dinner. . . .

Christine Smith

Winter Land Cleaners

Spamoni, Cheese Cake,
Biscuit Tortoni,
Zabaglione, Baked Alaska

Next To Colony Theatre
Winter Park

Drive-In Teller Service

2306 N. Orange Ave.
Hours 4:30 to 12:00

Specalists in Hair Shaping and Styling
T W O HOURS SERVICE

=£J

ON A N Y GARMENT

1011 Orange Ave.
Midway 4-2644

'

(jra/nced treuttter

LAKE SHORE COURT
Clearance Sale 20% to 40% Off

Winter Park, Fla.
MEMBER QUALITY COURTS

Miami Beach

First Editions in Fashions

A.A.A. — DUNCAN HINES

Palm Beach

258 Park Ave. N., Winter Park

On Beautiful Lake KiUarney

Delray Beach

Phone M l 4-8004

Lake Placid, N. Y .

/

Gait Ocean Mile.
Ft. Lauderdale
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Jubilant Students
Stage Sunrise Rally
•
Several hundred excited Rollins students gathered in
the Sandspur bowl this morning at sunrise to stage a special
rally.
Many of the students were carrying signs with such
sayings as, "Down with scholary journalism," "Long live
gossip columns," and "Wa want scandal." Others were industriously burning copies of old Sandspurs, published between

JUBILANT STUDENTS, bearing such signs as the one pictured here, gathered in the Sandspur Bowl
this morning to stage a sunrise rally and celebration.
(Photo by Rogers)

Administration Publishes Instructive
Pamphlet For Entering Students
An instructive pamphlet
entitled,
"1001 Ways
to
Amuse Yourself in the Beanery," is being prepared for
next year's entering students,
t h e administration announced
last week.
It is hoped that the booklet, a
^compilation of techniques carefully tested by Rollins students, will
serve to acquaint the freshman
class with a time-honored Rollins
tradition soon after their arrival on campus.
The book will be composed of
three sections covering the major areas of Beanery life—"DoIt-Yourself," "Helpful Hints,"
and
"Beanery
Sports
and
Games."
The first section will include
such projects as "Turn the Beanery into an SPCA Shelter in Your
Spare Time," "How to Burn Out
a Toaster with a Bobby Pin," and
"How to Steal a Beanery Door

Handle when Nobody's Looking Your Dirty Dishes Without Put(with pointers for the beginner ting Them on the Conveyor."
on removing less challenging ar- However, the booklet suggests
ticles, such as glasses, silverware that it is often even more amusand signs)."
ing to place cups and glasses
Explanations of such more dif- loose on the conveyor, which if
ficult undertakings -as "Redoing timed properly, can create an inoncoming
the Beanery Ceiling in Modern teresting pile-up of
Soda Straws" will be . accompa- trays.
nied by labeled diagrams.
Among sports and games which
A considerable portion of the may be enjoyed at mealtime, the
booklet will be devoted to hints booklet includes ideas on "How
and ideas planned to make com- to Get More Fun out of A Sugar
mon Beanery practices
easier Slhaker," ranging from placing
salt, tea, matches and cigarettes
and/or more fun.
Among activities covered in in the sugar to using the shaker
this section are "The Art of for a rousing game of catch.
Sneaking
Past
the
Cashier," Softball, the pamphlet adds, might
"Getting Away with the Consump- be still more enjoyable, especially
tion of Alcoholic Beverages in the if table legs were employed as
Beanery," and "Hints on How to bats—one of the few ideas not
already in use by students.
Waste Food More Effectively."
As a more mature version of
Piling dishes under the tables
or in the middle of the floor or Hide-and-Seek, the publication insimply leaving them on the tables cludes a chapter on "15 Places
are among the suggestions in a to Hide an Open Sardine Can."
chapter on "How to Get Rid of For those who prefer competitive
sports, seeing how many people
one can trample when the doors
are opened is suggested as an
interesting diversion.
"It is hoped that this pamphlet will help to increase school
been accused of losing sight of spirit by introducing entering
the other values a campus has to students to a Rollins tradition—
offer. The new Term Honor List something they can work together
recognizing students for B plus on," an Administration spokesor better work, the program in man explains.
independent reading, the Minimum Essentials Test have all put
undue emphasis on grades, on
learning,
and
on
education,"
Scroggs comments.
After closing hours last even"The faculty, the administration, ing, ten members of the Winter
and even some of the students Park Police Department, accomhave together created this aca- panied by the Orange County repdemic atmosphere on campus in resentative of the State Beverage
which the spotlight is placed, not Commission,
raided
Elizabeth
on the average, happy-go-lucky, Hall and closed down several bars
clean-living American youth but they found in operation.
rather on the scholar, on the disIn raiding the women's dorm,
tinguished student, on the intel- police officers explained that the
lectual."
operators of the bars had been
In view of the unhealthy, aca- violating local, county, and state
demic atmosphere now existent ordinances, for not only did the
on campus, the faculty has crea- owners not have licenses, but they
ted a new honor list to offset had also been serving minors.
the injurious effects of the Term
"We suspect that there is a
Honor List. Named the Intermin- still hidden somewhere either in
able Honor List, the list will in- the house itself or in the backclude the names of all students yard but we have not as yet been
on probation; asterisks will be able to locate it," the state man
placed by the names of students commented, adding that the police
on social pro to distinguish them had chosen to raid the dorm affr6m students on academic pro.
ter closing hours because that
The new list will be published seemed the best time of day to
at the beginning of each term catch the women off guard.
and will recognize students for
The college has not as yet taktheir accomplishments during the en any official action against the
preceding term. At the sa^ne women caught operating bars
time, the Term Honor List and without licenses, but the operators
the Rollins Scholars List will al- are being campused until further
so be published.
notice.

Rollins Forms Interminable Honor List
To Recognize Non-Academic Students
Becausle Rbljlinis Coftlege has.
been accused recently of putting
too much emphasis on the academic phases of college life, a
new honor list has been established to alleviate the problem,
Dean Schiller Scroggs has announced.
"In raising the academic standards of the college, Rollins has

Rollins Glee Club
Expands Repertoire
The Rollins College Glee Club,
sometimes known as the Rollins
College Choral Society, will expand its repertoire in the future
t o include works of sacred music, Robert Hufstader, director of
the Rollins Conservatory of Music, announced this week.
While in the past, the choral
group has concentrated on secular music, such as the numbers
by
Rodgers-Hammerstein
and
Vincent Youmans performed in
Washington last January, the
singers will now begin work on
pieces of sacred music suitable
for performance in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel.
It is hoped, Hufstader explains,
t h a t the glee club will soon be
able to sing at Sunday morning
services in the Chapel and will
therefore be able to function, not
only as a glee club, but also as
a. Chapel choir.

Local Police Raid
Elizabeth Hilton

"I'm rather jubilant myself that
April
1960. 10, 1959, and March 11,
"We really have cause to cele- I'm going out of office, for editbrate today," one student spokes- ing the paper has been making a
man commented. "At last, after horrible dent in my sunbathing
one long year of having newspa- time."
Noticing that the out-going edpers with nothing in them but
news, the current administration itor was carrying something with
down in the Sandspur office is go- her, the reporter questioned her
about the stack of papers in her
ing out of office today!"
Jubilant, the student spokesman hand. "Oh, this is just a collecwent off to put some more match- tion of the Sandspur's All American awards. I thought I'd donate
es on the fire.
Another student explained the it to the fire in case the students
reason for the rally as an ex- ran out of old newspapers," she
pression of hopes for the future. clarified.
"Of course, it's hard to say what
the new Sandspur editor is going
to turn out to be, but any change
in editorial policy on gossip columns is bound to be an improvement. Suppression of juicy bits
of scandal is obviously incompaStudents who have been impatible with the ideals of freedom
of the press, and maybe the new tiently waiting for the end of
spring term to find out the reeditor will realize this."
One student, bearing a sign sults of the Tomokan Queen conreading, "What this newspaper test and to learn to whom the
needs is a new proofreader," 1960 yearbook is dedicated will
summed up his complaints with not have to wait any longer.
John Looby, member of the
the old journalism regime quite
succinctly. "My name was mis- Tomokan staff who also works for
the Sandspur, has in the past been
spelled TWICE last term."
"Now back in high school we torn between his loyalties to the
had a paper that was really a two publications but has now
paper," another participant in the reached a decision. This week he
released to the newspaper all of
rally was heard to mutter.
An alert Sandspur, reporter, the yearbook's best-guarded sewho recognized in the milling crets.
mass of students the sun-glassed, Winner of the Tomokan Queen
figure of the out-going newspaper contest of 1960 is Helen Watson,
editor, cornered the cause of all Dean of Women. "I know that
the confusion to find out her it is somewhat unusual to have
the dean of women win a contest
views on the rally.
"Actually, I'm probably enjoy- that was open only to students,"
ing this celebration more than Looby explains, "but all 16 of
anyone else here," she explained" I ^ e s t " d e n t candidates were campused on the night of the contest, and the dean of women won
by default."
This year's annual is dedica-

Looby Releases
Tomokan Secrets

Darrah Conducts
Scientific Study

Theodore S. Darrah, Dean of
Knowles Memorial Chapel, has
rteqentlsy completed a scientific
study and <has reached some significant conclusions.
"More people are right-handed
than left-handed," Darrah sums
up the result of his research.
"Right-handed people," the dean
continues, "are more inclined to
open newspapers and magazines
from the back than from the
front."
"Now," Darrah expounds, "if
more people are right-handed than
left-handed,. and if right-handed
people are more inclined to open
newspapers from the back than
from the front, it seems only reasonable that newspaper editors
should respect the wishes of the
majority ajnd place thfe front
page of their papers on the back."
"Actually," Darrah explained to
the Sandspur, "I have suspected
for a long time that more people
are right-handed than left-handed
and that front pages should be on
the backs of newspapers, but I
have had no success in convincing
Sandspur editors of the truth of
my hypothesis."
When confronted with the results of Darrah's scientific study,
however, the current Sandspur
editor relented. "We shall go even
one step further than Dean Darrah," the editor declared. "We
shall put one front page on the
front for left-handed readers and
one front page on the back for
right-handed readers. We shall
satisfy, not only the majority,
but also the minority."

CHARLIE 8ROWN
ted to one of the best loved figures on the campus. "We like
to dedicate the yearbook to someone who has brought happiness
into the lives of others, but who
has perhaps not received recognition for his services and may,
therefore, feel unloved and unappreciated," Looby clarifies the
criteria used in choosing the person to whom the annual is dedicated.
"This year, we think we have
found someone who meets all of
our qualifications perfectly. The
1960 Tomokan is dedicated to good
ol' Charlie Brown," Looby announces.

